Chung, Diaconis, and Graham considered random processes of the form X n+1 = 2X n + b n (mod p) where X 0 = 0, p is odd, and b n for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . are i.i.d. random variables on {−1, 0, 1}. If P r(b n = −1) = P r(b n = 1) = β and P r(b n = 0) = 1 − 2β, they asked which value of β makes X n get close to uniformly distributed on the integers mod p the slowest. In this paper, we extend the results of Chung, Diaconis, and Graham in the case p = 2 t − 1 to show that for 0 < β ≤ 1/2, there is no such value of β.
Introduction
In [1] , Chung, Diaconis, and Graham considered random processes of the form X n+1 = 2X n + b n (mod p) where p is an odd integer, X 0 = 0, and b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , . . . are i.i.d. random variables. A question they asked concerns cases where P r(b n = 1) = P r(b n = −1) = β and P r(b n = 0) = 1 − 2β. If β = 1/4 or β = 1/2, then P n is close to the uniform distribution (in variation distance) on the integers mod p if n is a large enough multiple of log p where P n (s) = P r(X n = s). If β = 1/3, however, for n a small enough multiple of (log p) log(log p), the variation distance P n − U is far from 0 for certain values of p such as p = 2 t − 1. Chung, Diaconis, and Graham comment "It would be interesting to know which value of β maximizes the value of N required for P N − U → 0." If β = 0, then X n = 0 with probability 1 for all n. Thus we shall only consider the case β > 0. We shall show that unless β = 1/4 or β = 1/2, then there exists a value c β > 0 such that for certain values of p (namely
Furthermore, one can have c β → ∞ as β → 0 + . Work of Hildebrand [2] shows that for each β, there is a value c
Thus one may conclude that there is no value of β which maximizes the value of N required for P N − U → 0. This paper will consider a broader class of distributions for b n . In particular, P r(b n = 1) need not equal P r(b n = −1). The main argument here relies on a generalization of an argument in [1] .
Notation and Main Theorem
Recall that the variation distance of a probability P on a finite group G from the uniform distribution on G is given by Suppose X n+1 = 2X n + b n (mod p) and p is odd. Let P n (s) = P r(X n = s).
The theorem itself follows: Then there exists a value c 2 (depending on a, b, and c) such that if n < c 2 (log p) log(log p) and p = 2
3 Proof of Case 1 Thus 2a + 2c = 1.) Observe that
If P n is the probability distribution of X n (i.e. P n (s) = P r(X n = s)) and Q n is the probability distribution of Y n , then the independence of e n and d n implies P n − U ≤ Q n − U . Observe that on the integers,
is uniformly distributed on the set {0, 1, . . . , 2 n − 1}. Each element of the integers mod p appears either ⌊2 n /p⌋ times or ⌈2 n /p⌉ times. Thus
If n > c 1 log 2 p where c 1 > 1, then 2 n > p c 1 and
The case where b = 0 and a = c = 1/2 is alluded to in [1] and left as an exercise. 2
Proof of Case 2
The proof of this case follows the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] with some modifications.
Define, as in [1] , the separating function f : Z/pZ → C by
where q := q(p) := e 2πi/p . We shall suppose n = rt where r is an integer of the form r = δ log t − d for a fixed value δ.
If 0 ≤ j ≤ t − 1, define
Note that if a = b = c = 1/3, then this expression is the same as Π j defined in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] .
As in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] , E U (f ) = 0 and
Also note
(Note that the expressions for E P N (f ) and E P N (f f ) in the proof of Theorem 2 of [1] have some minor misprints.)
The (complex) variances of f under U and P n are V ar U (f ) = t and
Like [1] , we use the following complex form of Chebyshev's inequality:
where α > 0. Thus
Let A and B denote the complements of these 2 sets; thus
Suppose r is an integer with
Observe that the fact a, b, and c do not satisfy the conditions in Case 1 implies |Π 1 | is bounded away from 0 as t → ∞. Furthermore |Π 1 | is bounded away from 1 for a given a, b, and c. Claim 1
Note that this claim implies (V ar Pn (f )) 1/2 = o(E Pn (f )) and thus Case 2 of Theorem 1 follows.
Note that Π 0 = 1. By Proposition 1 below, Π j = Π t−j . Thus t
is real. Also note that since V ar Pn (f ) ≥ 0, we have
Thus to prove the claim, it suffices to show
Proof: Note that
Thus the terms in Π t−j with j ≤ β ≤ t − 1 are equal to the terms in Π j with
Thus the terms in Π t−j with 0 ≤ β ≤ j − 1 are equal to the terms in Π j with
where G increases and where G decreases depends on a, b, and c.
We shall prove a couple of facts analogous to facts in [1] .
Fact 1:
There exists a value t 0 (possibly depending on a, b, and c) such
Since G(x) = G(1 − x), in proving this fact we may assume without loss of generality that 2 ≤ j ≤ t/2. Note that
We associate factors x from |Π j | with corresponding factors π(x) of |Π 1 | in a manner similar to that in [1] . For 0
There exists a constant c 0 such that
Thus, as in [1] ,
for values c 6 and c 7 . Since |Π j | = |Π t−j |,
as t → ∞. Thus Fact 2, the claim, and Theorem 1 are proved. Proof: Suppose β < 1/4. Then
Furthermore, for some constant γ > 0, one can show
if 2 α /p ≤ 1/8 and 0 < β < 1/10. So
Recalling that r = log t 2 log(1/|Π 1 |) − λ, we see that 1/(2 log(1/|Π 1 |)) can be made arbitrarily large by choosing β small enough. Thus there exist values c β → ∞ as β → 0 + such that if n ≤ c β (log p) log(log p), then P n − U → 1 as t → ∞.
Problems for further study
One possible problem is to see if in some sense, there is a value of β on [1/4, 1/2] which maximizes the value of N required for P N − U → 0; to consider such a question, one might restrict p to values such that p = 2 t − 1.
Another possible question considers the behavior of these random processes for almost all odd p. For β = 1/3, Chung, Diaconis, and Graham [1] showed that a multiple of log p steps suffice for almost all odd p. While their arguments should be adaptable with the change of appropriate constants to a broad range of choices of a, b, and c in Case 2, a more challenging question is to determine whether for each a, b, and c in this case, (1 + o(1)) log 2 p steps suffice for almost all odd p.
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